RACK ROOM PATCHING FROM GRAD SUITES

**MUST USE GRAD SUITE G**

This is the suite that you can patch in the DigiBeta and HDCAM in the studios.

If you want to pl...
Go to the CM Back Room – (you will need a key)

Tech Staff open this room for you.
Patch in to the SPARE DA2 IN.
With another patch cable patch out of SPARE DA 2 into the studio if you want to use...
In this case we are going to patch into Studio CLA lab = Studio (naming). If you want to verify signal from the interface before logging...
kicking into the study you can look at the TV logic motor "B" built by building into its how wherever.

On every verified side...
Put the table back to the study you want to play back.
Now go to the studio. You must get tech staff to open the AV rack in the studio.
Use a BNC cable and patch out of CER TIE 2.
Patch HD-SDI VIDEO to the ADJACENT track. NOT IN THE SAME RACK so you need a longer BNC CABLE.
On the Crestron Touch Panel, press Auxiliary input and then choose the HD-SDI check box.

If you are having trouble...
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Unplugged. It's located in the AR/VR room on the shelf.